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Marijuana users
to get tickets?
By DANIEL DOYLE
Montana Kaimln Reporter

Misdemeanor marijuana charges should be handled like traffic violations,
Sabe Pfau, Missoula police chief, said yesterday.
Pfau said he would like to see officers w riting up the offense on the same
ticket used for traffic violations w ith the offender appearing in a few days for a
trial, never having to post bond.
"Of course, there are a few flakey people you'd have to watch," he said.
Pfau was speculating about possible changes in the procedure for handling
misdemeanor marijuana offenders if a bill reducing penalties and changing
court jurisdiction for that offense is passed in the state Legislature this year.
Pfau said he supports the bill.
The bill, prepared by the Montana County A ttorney Association (MCAA),
would change the penalties for misdemeanor possession to a graduated scale
ranging from 10 days in county jail and/or a $ 1 0 0 fine on a first offense, to one
year in county jail and/or a $1,000 fine on the third offense.
Present Law
As the law now stands, first offenders can get upt to one year in county jail
and/or a $1,000 fine. Second offenders can get up to three years in state
prison.
The bill would also change the jurisdiction for misdemeanor marijuana
charges on the first and second offences from d istrict courts to local courts:
The third offense would be returned to the d istrict court.
Misdemeanor possession in Montana is defined as 60 grams of marijuana
or one gram of hashish.
Because Montana law now gives exclusive jurisdiction in both felony and
misdemeanor drug cases to the district courts, bail must be set for each
misdemeanor offender waiting for a trial.
Pfau said he was unsure if his suggestion to just write tickets for marijuana
offenses is legal, but he added, "What do you prove by hassling people about
bail bonds?”
Pfau also said the Montana Police Chiefs Association, in a meeting held last
September, went along with the concept" of the b ill regarding the change of
jurisdiction, but it had not discussed penalties.
He said he does not remember who brought the.matter to the meeting, but it
was not the MCAA.
Philip Nobis, head o f the Region 1 Anti-drug Team, also supports the bill.
Nobis sajd he supports the bill because it would take the burden o ff law en
forcement agencies and district courts as well as give better treatment to
offenders.
"O f course. Region 1 doesn't go out of its way to arrest people for
misdemeanor possession," he said.
The bill's sponsor, Sen. Joe Roberts, D-Libby, said Jan. 10 that he plans to
introduce the measure by this week. The filing deadline for new legislation is
Saturday.

Voters m ay determ ine
d rinkin g-age question
By BRYAN ABAS
Montana Kaimin Legislative Reporter

HELENA — In what is by far the
most controversial question to come
before the Legislature to date, the
Montana House of Representatives
decided yesterday to let Montana
voters decide whether to raise the
legal drinking age to 19.
By a 62 to 36 margin, the House
passed Bill 29, which would amend
the state constitution, if voters ap
prove, to make it unlawful for 18year-olds to possess or consume
alcohol. The issue would be on the
ballot in November, 1978.
Long Debate
The vote came after almost two
hours of debate during which nearly
one-quarter of the representatives
voiced their opinions.
Most of those who spoke on the bill
opposed it, saying that there are
many successful ways to attack the
problem of high school drinking, but
that this wasn't one of them.
Supporters claimed that high

school administrators across the
state supported the measure as one
way of attacking the drinking
problem, which the administrators
said they could not control with
present methods.
Despite House approval, the b ill is
still a long way from being put on the
1978 ballot. Because it is a
constitutional amendment, twothirds of all state legislators, both
Senate and House, must vote in favor
of the bill.
With 62 representatives sup
porting the bill, 38 of the SO senators
must also vote for the bill in order for
the two-thirds requirement to be met.
The Senate is expected to begin
hearings on the bill sometime next
week.
During the debate, the chief spon
sor of the bill, Rep. Esther Bengtson,
D-Shepherd, said that the Montana
Student Lobby, which represents
students in the university system,
supports the bill.
According to Pat Pomeroy, ASUM
• Cont. on p. 6.
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S tu d e n ts c o u ld b e m a d e
to liv e in d o rm ito rie s
By PAUL DRISCOLL
Montana Kaimln Reporter

University o f Montana freshmen,
sophomores and juniors may be re
quired to live on campus if UM

Lights out
An ice buildup probably
caused the 25-minute elec
trical
blackout
yesterday
morning, a Montana Power
Company spokesman said.
Blaine Cummins, division
marketing manager, said that
ice buildups and excess mois
ture, often cause equipment
problems during this time of
the year and that yesterday's
trouble was located at a
downtown substation behind
the First National Bank. Cum 
m ins said th e b la c k o u t
affected the area east of
Higgins Avenue on the south
side of the Clark Fork River
and a few parts of the Farview
Hills area.
The only building on the
University of Montana campus
to have power during the
blackout was the heating
plant, whichhasan emergency
generator.
The blackout lasted about 35
minutes at UM.

Residence Halls cannot meet its
obligations to bond holders. James
(Del) Brown, director of student
services, said yesterday.
But, unless there is a sharp drop in
dorm occupancy Spring Quarter,
residence halls should be able to
meet payments on the bonds for this
year, Brown said.
He added, however, that he"w ould
be amazed if we don't find trouble in
meeting bond requirements" in the
future.
Terms of the 1956 bonds make it
mandatory for the Board of Regents
to establish residency requirements
and rates large enough to insure
coverage of the bonds.
Elliot Village, in the married
student housing section, and Craig,
Knowles and M iller Halls were all
built with money from the 1956
bonds, Brown said. Those bonds
cover a 50-year time period, he
added.
The last bonds taken out by
residence halls were in 1969 to
finance the construction of Aber Hall
and the University Center, he said.
They are to be paid over 30 years,
Brown added.
UM auxiliary services, which
operates the dormitories, food
service, married student housing and
the UC, owes approximately $20
million to bond holders, Tom Hayes,
director of residence halls said.
“The budget right now is critical,"
Hayes said.

Deciding factors affecting the
budget are this winter’s weather and
the rate of dorm occupancy Spring
Quarter, he said.
Five years ago the heating b ill was
$12,000, Hayes said. In 1976 Hayes
said his service paid $113,000 in
heating bills.
Brown added that they are also
faced with a 5 to 7 per cent increase
in personnel costs and an 8 percent
increase in food costs. Brown said
that payments on the bonds come
from the rent of dorm rooms and the
sale of food.
As of Tuesday, Hayes said, Winter
Quarter dorm occupancy was 2,078,
about a 7 per cent drop from Fail
Quarter.
Hayes said he anticipated a 10 per
cent drop in occupancy fo r Winter
Quarter and a 20 per cent drop for
Spring Quarter.Hayes said he budgeted fo r a 15
per cent drop in dorm occupany for
Spring Quarter 1976. That quarter
the loss turned out to be "an un
fathomable” 22 per cent, Hayes said.
He added that he is still picking up
the financial slack from that quarter’s
loss.
Hayes said it is possible that
residence halls w ill go to the Board of
Regents in A pril or May to ask fo r a
student rate increase. If a rate in
crease is approved, it w ill go in to
effect next September.
Hayes said that residence halls
must pass o ff its inflationary in
creases to the students.

C h e y e n n e s g a th e r in fo rm a tio n
fo r s tric te r C o ls trip a ir s ta n d a rd s
A research group o f the Northern
Cheyenne tribe began hearings in
Lame Deer Monday to gather in
formation that w ill be the basis of a
request by the tribe for stricter air
quality standards for the Colstrip
area.
If the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) approves the change
in standards, construction of coalfired generating units Colstrip 3 & 4
could be blocked.
The tribe may request the EPA to
redesignate tribal lands as Class 1
under provisions of the federal Clean
A ir Act, which sets standards for the
" p r e v e n t io n
of
s ig n if ic a n t
deterioration" of air quality w ithin air
quality regions.

MISSION MOUNTAIN WOOD BAND performs at the UC Ballroom last night. (Montana Kaimln photo by Vaughan
Ahlgren.)

Tribal lands now fall under Class 2
rating.
Redesignation could require that
air surrounding
the
Northern
Cheyenne Reservation must also
meet the tribe's requested standards.
Colstrip area rancher Wally
McRae, speaking Tuesday at the
University of Montana, said reclas
sification of air standards could
block construction of C olstrip coalfired generating units 3 & 4.
Area Affected
The reservation, which is situated
about 10 miles from the Colstrip
generating complex, could be
affected by emissions from the
proposed Colstrip units.
McRae said that stricter air stan
dards would force the consortium of
power companies working on the
Colstrip units to use sophisticated
and expensive pollution control
equipment.
With the high cost of meeting air
quality standards, McRae predicted,
the power companies would drop
plans for the new power plants.
Additional Equipment
The Colstrip plants can com ply
with Class 2 standards, but the EPA
has estimated
that additional
pollution control equipment would
be necessary before Class 1 stan
dards could be met.
Under Class 2, air can contain up
to 100 micrograms of sulfur dioxide
and up to 30 micrograms of
particulate matter per cubic meter.
Class 1 levels allow only 5
micrograms of s ulfur dioxide and 10
micrograms of particulates.
The hearing Monday heard no tes
tim ony against the tribe's proposal,
according to Bill Mitchell, staff

member of the Northern Plains
Resource Council in Billings.
However, the tribe will accept
written testim ony through Jan. 31.
Any comments submitted by that
date w ill be included in the
Cheyenne's final petition to the EPA.
Mitchell said that among those tes
tifying in favor of the reclassification
were several southeastern Montana
ranchers, foresters fo r the Forest
Service and the Bureau of Indian Af
fairs, a health officer from the
University of Washington, Montana
A ir Q uality Bureau chief Michael
Roach, UM environmental studies
director Clancy Gordon and UM
sociologist Raymond Gold.
Mitchell said the tribe is expected
to present its formal petition to the
EPA by March 7. The EPA decision
w ill be due 90 days afterward, or no
later than June 7.
Montana Power Company spokes
man Bob Amick said yesterday that
the utility, a principal partner in the
Colstrip generating project, intends
to submit written comments against
the air quality reclassification before
the Jan. 31 deadline.
Montana Power has filed in
Billings Federal District Court for ex
emption from the Clean A ir Act stan
dards, citing an EPA rule stating that
“ all sources for which construction
commenced prior to June 1,1975 do
not have to be reviewed" under the
p r e v e n t io n
of
s ig n ific a n t
deterioration standards.
Montana Power has argued that
even though no physical construc
tion had begun on units 3 and 4, con
tracts to begin environmental studies
and to purchase boilers had been
signed before the EPA deadline. The
company contends that such action
constitutes a start of construction.

-opinionSane
Proposal
A

sane and decent proposal regard
ing the funding of intercollegiate
athletics has finally been proposed to
the Board of Regents.
Authored by Regent Sid Thomas, the
proposal is a refreshing alternative to
the narrow-minded philosophy of im
posing a mandatory student fee to sup
port athletics.
Briefly, the proposal requires that
athletics be supported not by student
activity money or registration fees, but
by the operating budget of each
university or college.
This means that each campus would
have to decide how much of its budget
it wishes to spend on athletics.
Dependence on student support,
which varies from zero at the University
of Montana to about $90,000 at Mon
tana State University, would be
eliminated.
The advantages of this plan are
overwhelming.
First, student fee money can be used
at other schools in Montana as they are
used at UM—for special programs
such as legal services, lectures, day
care, and campus recreation, which
has far more participation among
students than intercollegiate athletics.
Compared to other Montana
schools, ASUM has been able to
provide much more in the way of
services and funding for student clubs
since it stopped allocating money to
athletics.
Second, a mandatory athletic fee of
$20 per quarter, which is what has been
proposed, is an arbitrary and unfair

way of funding one particular program
that not everyone is interested in.
Student activity fees are allocated by
student representatives with, in theory,
the students’ interests in mind. A man
datory athletic fee would force
students to pay for something they
would have no control over.
But most important is that the system
of requiring each campus to budget for
athletics forces the athletic department
to justify its program to the rest of the
campus.
For example, the athletic director
would have to show to the campus and
the regents that the football program
would need every dollar it might re
quest-som ething
every other
program at this campus must do.
The issue of funding athletics is too
often confused with the issue of
whether to have athletics at all. That
confusion is unfortunate because
athletics has its place at colleges and
universities.
But this plan would finally force each
campus to come to grips with how
much support athletics deserve when
weighed against other academic
programs under a single, limited
budget.
Jonathan Krim

-lettersASUM Elections
Editor: Beginning Monday, all interested
students have the opportunity to become can
didates for ASUM positions. These positions
include ASUM President, Vice President and
Business Manager, 12 Off-Campus Central
Board seats, 6 On-Campus CB seats, 1
organized Off-Campus CB seat (Greek), and 1
married student housing CB seat, and 2 seats
on the Store Board.
To become a candidate, all a student must
do is come to the ASUM offices, pick up a
petition and information, and g o o u t and get 70
other students to sign the petition. If the

J a c k A n d e rs o n

petition is in by Friday, Feb. 4 at 5:00 p.m. and
the signatures are valid, your name goes on
the ballot for the election to be held March 2.
I would urge everyone to give some thought
to running. It isa good way to become involved
in issues that affect us as students and as
citizens and the campaign is not a complicated
or intimidating experience fo r most. No
particular background is required; students
from any major or any class should feel
equally qualified to become candidates.
This is intended to be an open process. I
wish to emphasize that you do not need to
currently be a part of the ASUM establishment
to run for any office, the higherones included.
I hope that many students w ill take advantage
o f this opportunity.
Jim Leik, senior, history '
Chairman, ASUM Elections Committee

Capital Punishment
E d ito r While Mark Scharfenaker plumbed the
various depths of his guilt or ease of feeling
over the execution of Gary Gilmore, and while
his usage of "rig h t" wavered between its
strictest meaning (that which is inherent,
neither able to be given nor taken away) and
one synonomous with "privilege” (that which
may be bestowed or withheld), I couldn't help

with Joe Spear -

Final Days Cheerful at Ford White House
WASHINGTON — Richard Nixon’s final
days in the White House were dismal. The
atmosphere in the Oval O ffice was dark and
depressing and Nixon spent most of his
time brooding.
’
In contrast, Gerald Ford is cheerful and
relaxed, he laughs frequently and easily
and is able to joke with his staff as he
prepares to leave the White House later this
week.
He has told aides that he w ill no longer
have to be made up constantly for
television appearances. The aides used to
fuss over his makeup until he threatened to
get a facelift and a wig.
President Ford was taken aback by the
request from Sen. Phil Hart’swidow that he
grant amnesty to the Vietnam protesters,
deserters and draft dodgers. He promised
to consider her request. The White House
legal staff has prepared some memos for
him on the subject, but Ford is just going
through the motions. He doesn’t intend to
grant general amnesty.
Grim Warning: President-elect Jim my Car
ter wants to start oft his term by making
a good impression. He has asked his tran
sition team to look for some immediate,
tangible ways to cut back on government
fat.
The staff is preparing reports listing
government waste that can be quickly
eliminated during Carter's first few months
in office. He wants to demonstrate early
that he is trying to keep his campaign
promises.
Carter also promised to cut military
spending and has set a goal of reducing the
military budget by S5 billion to $7 billion.
However, he has received some grim ,
secret warnings about military cutbacks.
The outgoing Secretary of Defense,
Donald Rumsfeld, met with Carter for six
and a half hours.

Rumsfeld warned Carter that U.S.
military strength has been steadily declin
ing while Soviet m ilitary strength has been
s t e a d ily
in c r e a s i n g . R u m s f e ld
acknowledged that today the United States
is as powerful as the Soviet Union, but he
expressed great alarm over the trend.
He told Carter, in effect, that the
Democrats could get away with slashing
the military budget and the sky wouldn't fall
in. But he strongly indicated that a deep cut
would jeopardize the nation’s future
security. He explained that this year's cuts
won't be measured on the m ilitary scale for
years to come.
The Soviets have been increasing their
military might at an annual 3 per cent rate
since the 1960s. During the same period,
U.S. strength has dropped 14 per cent
below the pre-Vietnam War levels.
One of the transition documents
furnished to the Carter team shows that the
Soviet Union has modernized its intercon
tinental missiles during the past 15 years.
The United States has developed o nly one
new intercontinental missile system since
1965, while the Soviet Union has developed
seven.
The transition document states: "The
USSR already has the advantage in ICBM
(intercontinental missiles) and SLBM (sealaunched
m issile s)
num be rs and
throwweight. The Soviets continue ag
gressive ICBM, strategic bomber and
SLBM development and deployment.
"Moreover, as the size, number and ac
curacy of Soviet weapons continues to in
crease. the survivability of our silo-based
ICBM force is increasingly jeopardized."
Incidentally, there was an interesting
footnote in the transition papers. The
Defense Dept, notified the incoming
Democrats that it w ill deliver missiles to
Jordan. Hawk missiles w ill be shipped to

Jordan at 60-day intervals, beginning this
year.
The first Vulcan air defense missiles were
delivered to Jordan last month and another
shipment is scheduled in March.
E x p e n s iv e F a ilu re : T h e fe d e ra l
government's “war on drugs” has been an
expensive failure. Millions of dollars have
been spent and thousands of drug-related
arrests have been made. But dangerous
narcotics are still flowing into the United
States at an alarming rate. Heroin is
becoming an epidemic in our nation's
cities.
President-elect Carter has said he wants
to enlist the aid of the FBI in the battle
against narcotics. Right now the Drug En
forcement Administration is in control of
the anti-drug effort. Former President
Richard Nixon put the DEA in charge of
federal narcotics enforcement and the
agency, so far, has withstood accusations
of inefficiency and corruption.
O ur sources say that Carter w ill not be
able to move control away from the DEA,
which will resist any effort to be taken out
of the anti-drug spotlight. For that matter,
the FBI, we've been told, will balk at any
attempt to involve its agents in the con
troversial narcotics field.
Meanwhile, federal investigators have
learned that confidential files have been
pirated out o f the Miami office o f the Drug
Enforcement Administration. The files on
drug trafficking allegedly have been sold to
criminals.
The investigators have evidence that a
DEA employee slipped the files to a
relative, who peddled them to criminals.
Details of the investigation have been kept
under wraps, but our sources say there is
no evidence of any nationwide selling of
government files to mobsters. The incident
is confined to the Miami area.

but imagine the crim inal in his deathchair: a
hood over his head, waiting for the bullets.
Certainly society must deal with murderers,
and certainly too do individuals have the right
to defend themselves. But to pretend to teach
a man (or those who live after him) that killing
is wrong, by the very act of k illing, is—to say
the least—hypocritical. The problem, it seems
to me, and the reason we are so quick to let a
man be executed, is because we bear no
personal responsibility for that action.
Society, surely, cannot do it: by nature it does
not have the capacity to bear responsibility. It
is non-human, like a committee or a
corporation. Unless one man o r one woman is
w illing to come forward and charge that
Gilmore— locked in his cell o rtie d last Monday
in his chair—is making a personal threat to his
or her own life, then killing him is untenable.
Execution becomes just as much a crime as
the crim inal’s, although more heinous
because it is carried out by mutual assent.
Simple, isn't it, to ascribe a basic human res
ponse (in this case, of self-defense) to the
collective, and then have no one around
afterwards to bear the responsibility fo r the
act?
I don't suggest that if a man comes at me
with a gun I will not protect myself—or kill him,
if need be. Anyone who says that would be
fooling himself; he just doesn’t know what he
would do. But I am here talking about two in
dividuals. What we can do as a society is more
limited. We can hire individuals (through the
arm of some elected or appointed individual)
to incarcerate those who infringe upon the
rights o f others. We can deprive those
criminals of their privileges (not right, Mr.
Scharfenaker) of walking freely among other
individuals. But we cannot as a society take a
life and pretend that it does not in some way
affect us all: right here in our homes, in our
own chairs, at this desk.
Society, as a term, is only an easy way of
referring to m illions of people. It w ill not have
dinner tonight, experience joy o r sadness,
now w ill it go to heaven or hell. What it w ill do,
however, is reflect the disintegration of its in
dividual moral units, who assume somehow
that it is possible for a forest to burn down, but
not the trees.
Rick Robbins
graduate, English
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G r e e k s a r g u e f o r ta x e x e m p t io n
A property tax exemption for nonp r o fit
c o m m u n it y
s e r v ic e
organizations, including fraternities
and sororities, would actually save
taxpayers money in the long-run, ac
cording to the vice president of the
University of Montana Interfraternity
Council (IFC).
IFC V ic e P re s id e n t G a ry
Thompson made the statement in an
interview Thursday while commen
ting on the recent introduction of a
bill into the Montana Senate which
would make all community service
non-profit organizations, such as
fraternities, sororities and senior
citizens groups, exempt from
property taxes.
Thompson said that the tax burden
placed on the citizens of the state
would be more than $50,000 if the ex
emption were not granted and some

of the financially struggling or
ganizations were forced to shut
down. The estimated amount that the
exemption will cost the state treasury
per year is $50,000
"Most of the opponents of the ex
emption don't realize the financial
troubles of some of the houses at this
campus," he said. “ If these houses
were closed, the state would
probably have to build a new dorm or
buy these properties to house the
students, and that would really be ex
pensive."
Thompson explained that the
number of students currently in the
Greek system at the University is
somewhere between 500 and 800,
and that a majority of these students
live in their chapter houses.
He said an effort should be made to
keep all of these houses open

because of the already over-crowded
conditions in the dorms and the
housing problem in Missoula.
“Tnere’s already a need for ad
ditional housing and there’s no need
to make it any worse,” he said.
Thompson said that each of the
fraternal organizations on campus
pays close to $1,500 a year on
property taxes and that this amount
is causing some of the houses to
have "major problems."
He also said that there is a sim ilar
situation at Montana State University
where some o f the Greek houses are
experiencing problems much like
those at UM and the crowding
problem is even worse. He said the
exemption is greatly needed there.
Thompson said the IFC is backing
the proposed exemption because the
money saved may be enough to keep
some of the houses open.

UM extension courses
show increased enrollment
Enrollment in the University of
M ontana
E xten sio n
D ivisio n
program is "going up rapidly," James
Hall, dean of the summer education
and extension division programs,
said in an interview Tuesday.
In an estimate compiled for the
Board of Regents, Hall said that fis
cal year full time equivalent (FYFTE)
students for 1976 appears to have
risen 15 per cent from 1975’s FYFTE
of 395 students. H a ll' placed a
conservative estimate of 1977 fiscal
year's increase at 25 per cent — 610
FYFTE students.
According to Arnold Bolle, acting
academic vice president, the move to
more extension programs is an
in te rn a tio n a l tre nd in h ig h e r
education.
Currently, the program is on a selfsupporting basis, that is, the $21 per
credit enrollment fee must cover the
costs of the program's expenses,
mainly faculty salaries and travel ex
penses.
But if a Board of Regents backed
proposal before the legislature is ap
proved, the extension program may
be budgeted along with UM. Bolle
said that indications are that the
program w ill be supported by the
legislature.
If the program is funded by the
legislature, all extension courses for
credit will be funded by the state.
Non-credit courses, such as lepture
series and conferences, will remain
self supporting.
Hall said the program is essentially
a service to the state. The program
does this by bringing the university
"into contact with the people who are
supporting it," Hall said.
The extension program otters
instruction all over the state, Hall

said. However, the majority o f the
instruction is offered in the Flathead
and Bitteroot Valleys, Hall said.
Currently, the program breaks
even financially when eight students
are enrolled in the services offered
within a 50-mile radius of UM, Hall
said. But, in a program as far away as
Glendive, 70. students are needed to
reach the break even point, Hall
added.
One of the primary users o f the
program is teachers, Hall said. In
order for teachers to remain
certified, Hall said, they must take
continuing education courses.

g o in g s o n
• Sigma Chi meeting, noon. SC
304-334.
• Center for Student Development
meeting, 7 p.m., Health Service
basement.
• American Home Economics As
sociation meeting, 7 p.m., WC 203.
• Film, P o in t o f O rd e r, 8 p.m., UC
Ballroom.
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Landry’s Used Vacuums
Buy-Sell-Trade & Repair
All Makes A Models
Used Canisters Start at $8.88
Uprights at $12.95
131 Kanalngton 542*2908

MARVEL’S

Book Shop

I f f

IN f

259 WEST FRONT ST.

—New Locatio nRoom 505

MISSOULA, MONTANA 59801
Tel. 1406) 549-3678

Western Montana
National Bank

We Repair Stereos • TVs
Radios • Tape Recorders
R E P E A T SA LE

D A T S U N ’S N E W S N O W
M A C H IN E S AR E HERE!

$3555

Front Wheel Drive
Sideways mounted
Engine
Great traction
and stability

1629 South Ave. W.
543-5551

You can make
7%-plus beer for
a buck and a few pennies
a gallon or premium
wines for 80t plus
a fifth.
Most equipment
is interchangeable
for beer and wine.

10 AM -5 PM
Mon.-Sat.

Books on
Astrology — Religion
Psychology — Health
Professional Service
and
Help on
Proper Selections
543-8748 or 258-6224

VETERANS
A *

&

’* o .

M,

&
‘ADD TO YOUR SUCCESS”

Power Assist front
disc brakes
and much more!

From

$3808

‘ Delivered in Missoula
with undercoat.
F-10 HATCHBACK
Standard Equipment
Radial tires,
Electric clock, Rack
and pinion steering, AM/FM
Radio, 5 speed, tinted glass.

s a v

Es

MISSOULA IMPORTS
549-5178

Home of the
Guitar Shop

DATSUN F-10
\ SPORTSW AGON

‘ Delivered in Missoula
with undercoat.

d a t s u n

Making your own
beer and wine is not
only fun, it’s a cheap
way to get off.

2715 Brooks

“We appreciate your business,
you'll appreciate our service.”

m

°4 >

Let me explain how one
elective course added to
your schedule can enhance
your future in any
career field.

Please contact me:

Major Bill Holton
243-2681 or 243-4191
Rm. 102, Men’s Gym Bldg.

-the arts-----------------------------------Are you M ann-handled by held-over movies?
By G E O R G E E V E R E TT
Montana Kalmln Fine Arts Editor

With the opening of the Mann
Triplex and the Village Twin Cinema,
Missoula now has at least 10
theaters. This means that Mis-

soulians now have a choice between
10 different movies, right?
That’s what I thought when I tried
to decide upon a movie the other
night. From a supposedly wide selec
tion of film s I quickly eliminated
several options.

TIM ES
7:15-9:00

THE
F A V O R IT E
B E D -T IM E
STORY
IS F IN A L L Y
ABED-

“HE LD O VER II” the ads say, for the
fifth big week!! O r an ad that says,
“ You must see It twice." If anyone has
been here for more than a couple of
months they probably have seen
Family Plot twice already as it played
here not long ago and this may be the
third or fourth tim e for all I know.
Also, why pay $2 when PC is showing
it later in the quarter for 75c?
In the past, my biggest complaint
was that most of the movies shown in
the Missoula area usually are like
stale bread before they reach here.
One prime exafnple o f this is Jaws,
now playing at the Roxy. How many
times can you see a suspense movie
before it no longer keeps you on the
edge of your seat?
That is why I was hopeful when the
new theaters first opened in
December. The new theaters seemed
committed to bringing high quality,
current movies to Missoula.
However, this was not the case.
The movies now playing at the
Village Twin Cinema and Mann's
Triplex are among the finest of
recent releases. At the Village
Cinema, for instance, The Front with
Woody Allen just stopped running
yesterday. It is one of the best movies
that I have seen in quite a while. But,
and a big but, I saw The Front before
Christmas. The film played for four
weeks.

Now look at Mann's Triplex. The
movies at each of the three theaters
have all been showing forfive weeks.
The Fox, which is owned by the same
company as the Triplex, has been
showing King Kong for almost as
long.
Why are movies held over for such
long, extended stays? The answer is
money. The theaters will keep a
movie as long as people come to see
it. This is only good business prac
tice. It is also the reason why if you
are a frequent movie-goer you may
find yourself soon turning to the
boob tube for cultural nourishment.
If money is the motivation for this
practice, obviously the quality of
film s is going to be .forfeited for
profit. The same logic stands behind
the current feature at the World,
Alice in Wonderland, advertised as
an X-rated musical comedy, that
steps aside on the weekend for a
children’s matinee of Huckleberry
Finn.
Statements made by spokesmen
for local theaters such as The Fox,
"I'm doing business," and The World,
"There's money to be made so we’ll
keep them," concerning movies that
may run an inordinately long time are
typical of the thinking behind
bookings for local theaters.
This means that the only way to in
fluence the choice of movies
available is to stop going to movies
and this is no solution at all.
It's one thing to be confronted with
movies that have already been

played to death in every other town
south of WaWa. Ontario, after
everyone has read the plot in a
paperback version o r has been bom
barded by reviews. But it is a twist of
the blade to finally have excellent
films arrive in Missoula only to see
them overstay their welcome.
There are a couple of exceptions to
the rule. There are some good, cheap
Hollywood film s being shown on
campus this quarter thanks to
Program Council and there is also a
series of film s by women.
The Crystal Theater in the
Butterfly Building offers a wide
variety of old and new film s by
auteurs such as Bergman, Fellini and
others. On the. other hand, it seems
that the Crystal's film features
change over too rapidly.
Most of their attractions only stay a
few days and the status quo is a
three-to-four-day stay.
Missoula is not- yet the thriving
metropolis that land developers
dream of and 10 theaters should
provide fierce competition for the
money of the viewing public. It is en
tirely likely that theaters will begin
closing due to the pressure.
I hope that when Missoula is left
with only seven or eight theaters that
the Mann theaters and others take
another look at their practice of
b e co m in g
e ngaged
to th e ir
bookings. It is good business prac
tice, yes, but it also means dull days
ahead for Missoula's movie-going
public.

previews
ART

AN X-RATED MUSICAL COMEDY
STARRING PLAYBOY’S COVER GIRL KRISTINE DE BELL

THE TREASURE OF
THE SIERRA MADRE
Down-and-out in Mexico in 1920, a
couple of Americans hook up with an
old-timer who promises that he can
lead them to gold if they can provide
the necessary supplies and equip
ment. He takes them deep into the
harsh, isolated, but bandit-infested
Sierra Mad re, where they strike it rich
—and soon begin to come unglued
because of greed and their mutual
suspicions. Bogart’s performance as
the paranoid and treacherous Dobbs
is one of his best; and Walter Huston
gives an equally outstanding (and v
Oscar-winning) characterization as
the philosophic old prospector.
Director John Huston also won
Academy Awards for his script
writing and direction, (and appears
briefly as the man in the white suit).
1947.

W E D — T H U R S — F R I— S A T

T A tllfc f

lrilBTW-7

S IS SO U T H H IG G INS

SHOWS AT 7:00 A 9:15

SUNDAY—JAN. 23
MONDAY—JAN. 24
$1

UCB

9 PM

ASUM Program Council Presentation
Also: the 3 Stooges in "Flat-tooted Stooges"

A large oil painting w ill be on dis
play in the main lobby of the UM
library until Saturday. The painting is
by Umberto Benedetti, graduate in
art education, who also is employed
by the UM Printing Department. The
painting features Clarence Prescott,
83, and a poem by Benedetti is in
cluded that expresses Prescott's
interest in gardening.
Drawings and paintings by the late
pioneer artist C. S. Price w ill be on
display in the UC Gallery until
Saturday.

DANCE
K ei Take! w ill be h o ld in g
w o rk s h o p s n e x t w e e k . T h e
workshops w ill run from Monday un
til Wednesday and they include
various types of dance including
Shiatsu, a form o f accupressure mas
sage. Kei Takei’s Moving Earth
Dance Company w ill be in concert
Thursday and Friday night, January
27 and 28 at 8 in the University
Theater.
There will be an open rehearsal
Friday, January 21 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Women’s Center Gymnasium by
dance Montana, dance Montana will
be working for two weeks with a
guest choreographer and teacher,
Karen Steele, from Repertory Dance
Theater of Salt Lake City, Utah.

FILM
A social im pact film entitled Point
o f Order w ill be shown tonight in the
UC Ballroom at 8. This film deals with
the Army-McCarthy hearings of the
early 50’s and dramatically portrays
Sen. Joe McCarthy's own undoing
by the community hunting paranoia
that he was greatly responsible for
creating. Admission is free.
Dr. Strangelove is the first of many
fine film s to be shown in the next few
days here at UM. The Kubrick flick is
spon sored by M on ta n an s fo r
Nuclear Disarmament and proceeds
w ill go to finance their state-wide
organizing campaign. It w ill be
shown tom orrow night at 9 in the UC
Ballroom. Admission is $1.
To K ill a Mockingbird will be
shown Wednesday at 9 p.m. in the
UC Ballroom. This one is also spon
sored by Program Council so bring
your simoleon when you try to get in.

M U SIC
The Missoula Symphony will
perform in the University Theater
Saturday at 7:30 p.m. Admission is
free.
The Wind Ensemble & Chamber
Choir Concert previously scheduled
for Wednesday at 8 p.m. in the Music
Recital Hall has been canceled.

N ew w ays to go — h elm etlessly, p ain lessly, fin a lly
By GORDON DILLOW
Montana Kaimln Legislative Reporter

HELENA — A Dillon legislator who
said he witnessed the last hanging in
Montana has introduced a bill
specifying the conditions under
which the death penalty may be im
posed.
Sen. Frank Hazelbaker, R-Dillon,
said in an interview yesterday that he
has "mixed feelings” about thedeath
penalty, especially since he saw the
last hanging in Montana, which took
place in Missoula in 1943.
Hazelbaker added that he had
been a representative from Missoula
in 1941 and 1942.
Hazelbaker said he introduced the
bill at the request of the Montana
Crime Control Board. He added that
he was a member of the Montana
Council on Criminal Justice Stan
dards and Goals, a study group
under the Crime Control Board
which recently recommended that
Montana keep a death penalty law on
the books.
Court Guidelines
The bill would not establish the
death penalty in Montana, since
Montana has never outlawed the
death penalty, but would merely es
tablish a procedure in accordance
with recent U. S. Supreme Court
guidelines on how the death penalty
may be imposed.
In a recent decision, the court
overturned a North Carolina law that
required a mandatory death penalty
for certain crimes, regardless of ext e n u a t in g
or
m i t i g a t in g
circumstances.
U n d e r th e
p r o v is io n s
of
Hazelbaker's bill, a person convicted
of a capital crime, such as deliberate
homicide, would receive a separate
sentencing hearing after the trial.
The hearing would be conducted
before a judge, instead of before a
jury.
During the hearing, the court
would be required to consider the

nature and circumstances of the
crime, the defendant's character, his
mental and physical condition and
any other extenuating or mitigating
circumstances.
The court would also consider
aggravating circumstances, factors
which would tend to increase the
severity of the crime.
Aggravating Circumstances
According to Hazelbaker's bill,
"aggravating circumstances" in a
ngurder case would include the kill
ing of a prison guard or police of
ficer, killing by torture, murder "com
mitted by a person lying in wait or
ambush,” and murder of a kidnap
victim.
Mitigating circumstances, or facts
which tend to diminish the severity of
a crime, include murder committeed
during "extreme mental or emotional
distrubance,” murder by a person
under 18 or murder when "the victim
consented to the act."
According to the bill, the senten
cing court would have to submit
written findings on the hearing, and
any death sentence would be
automatically reviewed by the Mon
tana Supreme Court.
Helmet Law
I n another area, motorcyclists who
object to Montana’s 1974 law re
quiring the use of protective helmets
may soon be ableto again race along
with the wind in their hair and the sun
on their faces.
Provided those faces are at least 18
years old.
Rep. Jim Courtney, D-Butte, who
said in an interview yesterday that he
has never "owned, driven, or ridden
on" a motorcycle, has introduced a
bill to amend Montana's 1974
motorcycle,helmet law so as to allow
anyone 18-years-old or older to ride
or drive a motorcycle without a
helmet.
A federal law putting pressure on
states to enact helmet laws was
repealed in 1975, and several states

have since repealed their helmet
laws. Montana's helmet law was an
outgrowth of that federal law.
Courtney said that he was asked
by a group of motorcycle-riding
constituents to introduce the bill, but
he added that the bill should not be
considered as discouraging the use
of helmets. Instead, Courtney said, it
would merely shift the decision on
whether to wear a helmet from the
government to, the individual.
S ta tis tic s
show
th a t m ost
motorcycle accident fatalities result
from head injuries.
Decibel Levels
Courtney’s bill does not alter the
provisions of the 1974 motorcycle
law which set maximum noise levels
for motorcycles.
Under those
provisions, motorcycles manufac
tured between 1975 and 1977 are
allowed a maximum noise level of 80
decibels.
M o to r c y c le s
m a n u fa c tu re d
between 1977 and 1987 w ill be
allowed up to 75 decibels, and
motorcycles made after 1987 w ill be
allowed a maximum noise level of 70
decibels. To put those figures into
perspective, a Kyss rock concert
generates about 110 decibels, which
is enough to pose a threat to physical
and mental health over an extended
period of time.
A bill to appropriate $3.5 m illion in
long-range building program funds
to make access to M ontana
University System buildings easier
for the handicapped has been in
troduced by House Speaker John
Driscoll, D-Hamilton.
The money would be used to
correct "architectural barriers" to the
handicapped which are found in
buildings already in use on the six
university system campuses.
Some of these "architectural
barriers" include buildings without
elevators, such as the University of
M ontana J o u rn a lism B u ild in g .
Buildings constructed in the last few

regulation requiring acupuncture
treatments in Montana to be
performed only if prescribed by a
licensed physician.
That rule, according to Murray's
bill, "is arbitrary" and “fails to
recognize the right of citizens of
Montana to choose the type of
medical treatment they desire."

years have been required to provide
accessability to the handicapped.
Finally, Montana may find it easier
to get acupuncture treatment if a bill
introduced by Sen. William Murray,
R-Missoula, is approved by the
legislature.
M u rra y’s b ill. S enate J o in t
Resolution 8, calls for a change in the
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Lucky Lager
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COORS
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H appy H our
V2 p rice
Cocktails & Bottle Beer
4:30 - 6:00

^Fairway Liquor-'
Liquor Store & Office Lounge
Fairway Shopping Center

Library Card Night
FREE HIGHBALL
or

FREE DRAFT BEER
with a Library Card while
playing games in the Library. -

FREE 100 Library Cards
will be given away from 10 to 11 p.m.

Introducin'
new O lym pia t5old

HAPPY HO UR
rI C.
r -for9 iI° —price II
Cocktails or Beer

K e id e lh a u s

with half the calories
o f regular O ly
Chances are you've tried the other lights.
Now’s your chance to try Olympia Gold.
with half the calories of our
regular beer. Olympia Gold Light Beer is
brewed with the same traditional skill used in
brewing regular Olympia, and our special
blend of malts provides distinctively
refreshing taste in a less filling beer.
Try new Olympia Gold
The R ig h t L ig h t,

Based on an average analysis
each 12-ounce can contains
Calories ......................... 70
Carbohydrates................ 2.0 grams
Protein ......................... 1.0 grams*
Fat . . . . . . .
.0.0 grams*
*Same as regular Olympia

The Right Light

A

M issoula

2 For 1 HOUR
9-10
Cocktails or Beer
2 For the Price of 1

(From San Diego)

NOW OPEN DAYS
Noon to 6 PM
>1°° Pitchers 45* Highballs
Foosball, Pool Tables, Pinball

NO COVER

T R A D I N G POST

E arl’s D istributing
330 5 Latim er

P E T E R R A B B IT
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SALOON

93
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--- news briefs___ Regent’s athletic proposal gets CB nod
By GARY WIENS

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Montana Kalinin Raport*r

Inflation rate lowest in four years

Central Board gave its stamp of ap
proval last night to a proposal that
athletics be supported solely by the
operating budget of each university.
In the process of approving the
proposal made by Regent Sid
Thomas, CB also decided to ask the
regents for a third study on the role of
intercollegiate athletics in the
university system.
Thomas' athletic funding proposal
eliminates the possibility of using
student activity fee money or regis
tration fees to support athletics.
Each campus in the university
system would decide how much of its
budget it wishes to use on athletics
along with all other campus special
programs. Athletic funding requests,
like all other program requests)
would have to justify needs.

A rare annual decline in grocery pFices helped hold inflation in 1976 to the
lowest rate in four years, the Labor Department said yesterday. Year-end
figures showed consumer prices rose a moderate four-tenths of 1 percent in
December. For the year, they were up 4.8 per cent, the best annual price
performance the economy has shown since 1972. The administration
previously reported this month that 1976 ended with an unemployment rate of
7.8 per cent, which was higher than predicted, and that the nation’s economy
grew by 6.2 per cent in 1976. The Labor Department also said the purchasing
power of the average worker's paycheck increased one-tenth per cent last
year, indicating earners held their ground against inflation.

Sadat scraps price increases after riots
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat bowed yesterday to the pressure of rioting
and revoked government-ordered price increases on food and other
products. Police officials said at least seven persons had been killed and more
than 200 injured in Cairo and Alexandria since the demonstrations erupted
Tuesday, when the government ended price subsidies on food, gasoline,
cigarettes and other products. Sadat has been pressing richer Arab nations
for more financial aid for his impoverished country. Police reported they were
battling demonstrators at several locations, including a string of nightclubs
where wealthy Libyans and Saudi Arabians visit frequently.

Ten million Hindus dip in Ganges
At least 10 m illion Hindu pilgrim s sought salvation yesterday with a dip in
the sacred Ganges River at the clim ax of Hinduism’s holiest ritual bathing fes
tival, the Kumbh Mela. Believed to be the largest mass gathering in the world,
the festival caused torrents of people to clog the river banks from m idnight to
dusk as far as the eye could see. Yesterday ranked as the most astrologically
auspicious day for the ritual dip at Hinduism’s most auspicious place, the
confluence of the Ganges and Jamuna rivers. The 43-day festival, held once
every 12 years, is the most significant ritual a Hindu can perform in his search
for salvation and freedom from the faith's incessant wheel of death and rein
carnation.

STANLEY KUBRICK’S

DR. STRANGELOVE

Thomas, who recommended that
CB ask for the study, said that the
regents probably would not approve
or deny such a study until after the
state legislative session is completed
in March.
ASUM President Dave Hill said
that previous studies done on
athletics were not in fact "studies."
He said they were "just reports"
done by in d iv id u a ls and he
recommended that a third study be
done by a group such as presidents
of schools in the university system.
Hill charged that the previous
studies had not provided enough

*1

00

documentary evidence to validate
the statements that were made in
them.
In addition, Thomas said that the
regents also have the option of allow
ing the Commission of Higher
Education to do the study.
Although little opposition was
given to Thomas' proposal, someCB
members said they feared that
regents approval of the proposal
might threaten the existence of
groups on campus which are co
funded by UM and CB.
Hill said that if, as the proposal
states, CB agrees not to allocate
money for athletics then the regents
might retaliate by cutting funding of
co-funded groups such as Indian
Club o r the Rodeo Club.
Thomas said he agreed that the

Drinking. . .
• Cont. from p. 1.
vice president and one of the three
co-directors of the lobby, the lobby
decided unanimously not to support
the bill. That decision was made des
pite the fact that a poll of university
students taken by the lobby in
dicated that 60 per cent o f the
students favored the bill.
Bengtson admitted after the
debate that she had misrepresented
the lobby’s position, and added that
she would not repeat the mistake
before the Senate.
Several representatives, who are
high school teachers when the

P
IT C H E R S £ > |
4-6 p.m. and 11-12 p.m.
If

$100 an h o u r Pool
11 a.m. - 6 p.m.

FO O S B A LL T O U R N A M E N T
(or how I stopped
worrying and learned
to love the bomb)

Proceeds of this film showing go fo the
Montanans For Nuclear Disarmament, P.O. Box 568, Missoula
and their state-wide organizing campaign.
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G RAND O PE N IN G !

15* Beer
35* Highballs

.

JOHN B.
DRISCOLL

Representatives
D ISCUSSES THE
CUR R ENT STATUS OF
THE LEGISLATURE

Wed. January 26
8:00 PM

UC Lounge

5/*1” Hotdogs
STRIP

’mlssoula.

CAMP 7
NOW
NOW
NOW
NOW

Rep. Jack Udhe, D-Kalispell, who
at 19 is the youngest member o f the
House, opposed the bill, because he
said the b ill dealt only with the
symptom o f alcohol abuse and not
the cause, which he said was in the
family.
Rep. Gary Kimble, D-Missoula,
who represents the five-precinct
area surrounding the university,
voted against the bill.
Toward the end of the debate, Rep.
E dw ard Lien, D -W o lf P oint,
suggested that if nothing else, the bill
would ensure “a great tu rno u t"of 18year-olds for the 1978 election.

Montana House of
Formerly the
Big Barn"

ROCK BAND

was *65°°
was *57S0
was $32S0
was.$3600

Some supporters of the b ill said
they supported it only because their
constituents asked them to.
Opponents of the bill said that it
would not solve the problem of high
school drinking and that the bill was
not consistent with giving 18-yearolds other constitutional rights.

New Name . . .New Management

CO U NTRY

Cascade II
Cascade I
Down Vest
Down Vest II

Legislature is not in session, said
they supported the bill. They said
that the number of students who
come to school drunk is increasing
and that these students are spread
ing the problem to students in ju nior
high schools.

Thursday, January 20

Sponsored by ASUM Program Council end
the Montanans for Nuclear Disarmament

W IN T E R
PARKA
SALE!

A

Thursday — 8 p.m. Sharp
3101 Russell

FRIDAY
JANUARY 21
9 PM
$1.00
UC BALLROOM

proposal has "broad im plications
but added he believed the regents
would not see discontinuance of
student athletic funding as a threat to
the elimination of certain co-funded
groups.
In addition to passage of Thomas'
proposal to the regents, CB also ap
proved the appointments of three
board members.
The appointments, which included
two women, were made to fill vacan
cies left by CB members who
resigned at the beginning of the year
in order to work as student lobbists at
the state legislative session.
The new appointees include Susan
Heald, sophomore in interpersonal
communication; Kathleen Royland,
sophomore in English: and Tom
Livers, senior in journalism.

*52°°
*4610
*261°
$2880

F IR S T T IM E E V E R O N S A L E .. .

1Powderhorn
Wind River Parka was *59*sNOW $5405
Big Horn Parka was *6650 NOW $59°°
Jansport Trailwedge Tent was $135°° NOW $10800
CAMP 7 Shenandoah Polar
Guard Sleeping Bag was $65 NOW $52
Snow Lion Bearing Parka was $68°° NOW $ 54*°

THE TRAIL HEAD

* *

Prices at 4:00
Music at 6:00

Sponsored by the ASUM
Program Council
Lecture Series

THE RESIDENCE HALLS OFFICE IS CURRENTLY ACCEPTING
RESIDENT ASSISTANT APPLICATIONS FOR THE 1977-78
ACADEMIC YEAR. APPLICATIONS MAY BE OBTAINED AT THE
RESIDENCE HALLS OFFICE, ROOM 260, LODGE BUILDING, OR AT
ANY OF THE RESPECTIVE HALL DESKS. APPLICANTS MUST
HAVE A MINIMUM 2.00 G.P.A. AND AN INTEREST IN WORKING
WITH PEOPLE. INTERVIEWS WILL BE SCHEDULED DURING
WINTER QUARTER, AND NEW RESIDENT ASSISTANTS WILL BE
SELECTED PRIOR TO THE END OF SPRING QUARTER.
QUESTIONS RELATIVE TO THESE POSITIONS SHOULD BE
DIRECTED TO THE RESIDENCE HALLS OFFICE. APPLICATIONS
SHOULD BE COMPLETED AND RETURNED TO THE RESIDENCE
HALLS OFFICE BY FEBRUARY 11.
The University of Montana is committed to a program of equal opportunity in faculty and staff recruiting,
employment and advancement, in student admission, employment and financial assistance, without
regard to race, color, religion, sex, or national origin.

A S U M p resid en tial bid
next fo r n e w C B m e m b er
By JERI PULLUM
Montana Kalmln Reporter

Becoming ASUM president is
Dave Clark’s reason for seeking a
seat on Central Board, Clark said in
an interview Tuesday.
C la rk, g ra d u a te stu d e n t in
economics, was appointed to CB last
week to fill a vacancy. When CB
members asked him why he wanted
the position, he replied that he
wanted to run for ASUM president
and being on CB was a good way to
“ see how ASUM runs."
Since his appointment, Clark said
he has been serving on the legislative
committee, talking to students, and
“observing the workings of ASUM."
Clark said he is still looking for a
running mate. He has talked to some
people and has even considered put
ting an ad in the Montana Kaimin to
help him find the most qualified
person, he said.

‘Change the Rules’
Now, he said, some people “don’t
like the way students are working
within the system, so they want to
change the rules.”
Clark said that the “ old method” of
funding athletics where football gets
a large portion of the funds, and a
“ few students get benefits” is wrong.
He said he would rather see in
creased funding for intramural
sports in which more students are in
volved.
He said he has not heard students
' expressing a desire for more

10th STREET
TAVERN
Under New
Management

C la rk, who g raduated fro m
Eastern Montana College in 1971 in
business, said he has never held of
fice before but has thought about go
ing into politics after graduate
school.
Clark said he favors some sale of
alcohol on campus, but not hard li
quor. He said liquor licenses are too
expensive to justify the cost.
He said he also supports the work
of both the Northern Plains Resource
Council and the Environmental In
formation Center. Central Board will
be voting today on an allocation of
$3,000 to research branches of these
groups.

Of seven letters she has mailed at
the Associated Student's Store in the
last two months, six have been lost,
Mora Wahlen, an employe of the
store, said yesterday.
And according to LarryHansen,
manager of the store, it’s happened
to others. Hansen said yesterday that
the bookstore has received between
10 and 25 complaints of mail
disappearing after being left at the
bookstpre post office since it opened
last September.
University Center Director Ray
Chapman said yesterday that the UC
post office received no complaints
about lost mail when it was located
on the third flo or of the UC. He said
the post office was relocated at the
beginning of the school year to be
more convenient to students and to
bring potential customers in to the
bookstore.
Don Ellis, foreman of collection
and delivery at the main post office,

said yesterday that the postal service
has not heard of any mail being lost
at the UC.
Hansen said that letters are
bagged at the bookstore and taken to.
the mailroom in the Lodge twice a
day. There, he said, the mail is sorted
for stamped and unstamped letters,
and then taken to the main post of
fice.
Hansen said he does not know if
the mail is being lost at the
bookstore, in the transfer from the
store to the post office or at the post
office itself. He said he has asked the
postal service to place a mail drop
box in the UC near the bookstore, so
the bookstore can stop handling the
mail.
Hansen said the bookstore would
continue to sell stamps, but if mail is
being lost, “ I want them to get the
blame rather than us."

Student’s hearing waived
Lawyers for both sides have
agreed not to hold a preliminary
h earing b efo re th e M ontana
S u p re m e C o u r t f o r S a n d ra
Johnson’s appeal for readmission to
the University of Montana School of
Law, her lawyer said yesterday.
William Harris, Johnson’s lawyer,
said the Supreme Court hearing for
Feb. 9 would have decided whether
she could continue her studies under
the current Supreme Court in
junction.
He said the agreement, he made
w ith G e o rg e M itc h e ll, w h o
represents UM had been informally
approved by the Supreme Court. He
said he expects formal approval
within a few days.
Johnson was refused readmission
to the law school and went to court in
September. Missoula District Court
Judge Jack Green ordered in Oc
tober that Johnson be allowed to
continue studies pending the out
come of the case. Green revoked his
order in January. The Montana

Supreme Court Jan. 11 stayed the
District Court action, again ordering
that, pending appeals, Johnson be
allowed to continue studies.
Johnson is challenging the law
school's method of calculating grade
point averages. Law school officials
require a grade point average of 2.0,
but Johnson had a 1.8 average.

— T O N IG H T —
the
BLACKFO OT TAVERN

announces
SPAGHETTI HEAVEN
All You Can Savor . . . $1.00
Free Pool, Good Music,
Cold Beer

Harris said the Supreme Court's
preliminary hearing would have
decided whether to keep the stay on
the District Court's decision in effect
until the actual appeal. The date of
the appeal of the District Court
decision before the Supreme Court
has not been set, he said.

2 Ml. Past Bonner On Hwy. 200

Both lawyers agreed to waive the
hearing because irreparable damage
to Johnson's academic progress
would result if she were not
permitted to attend school until the
appeal, he said.

IN G

‘Dumb Enough'
The first qualification for the of
fice, he said, is the a bility to express
o n e s e lf
w e ll.
The
second
qualification is to be “ dumb enough
to work one’s tail off for very little
money,” he said.
He said he believes that ASUM is
doing a "pretty good job," and there
is “ no sense making major changes”
in the way ASUM is run.
C la rk sa id th a t s tu d e n ts
“definitely" should be allowed to
control the allocation of student fee
money.
He said that having the Board of
Regents telling students how to
spend their money is like telling
students they are “ not adults,” are
“ irrational” and “don’t know what’s
good for themselves.”
Students are w orking “within the
system” at universities to have a say
in the way money is spent, he said.

intercollegiate athletics. If people
outside the university want more
athletics, they, students, should pay
for it.

The mail must go through.. .
a hole in the bag maybe?

"She's got enough to w orry about
w ith o u t w orrying - a b o u t the
(preliminary) hearing," Harris said.

CONCERNED?
Store Board is seeking
interested persons
(student and faculty)

to serve on the Special Reserve
Trust Fund Board. If
interested contact Brett Roth,
145 Brooks, Apt. A, No. 1
or Bookstore Management

Concert Performances — Jan. 27 (Program A), Jan. 28 (Program B) —
| University Theatre — 8 PM — Reserved Seating $3.50 — General
Admission $2.50
UM Students with I.D. — Free, tickets at door only
| Tickets available at Box Office located at the Associated Students Store,
1st floor, University Center, U. of M., Misspula, and the Mercantile |
Record Shop

Jim and Bee Fragnito

GRAND OPENING
Saturday,
January 22
FREE BEER
and LUNCH!!
8 pm to 10:30 pm

DISCOVER — DISCOVERY BASIN
ALL-DAY CHAIR LIFT TIC K ET

$095

2061 S. 10th W.
(10th and Kemp)

728-967I

• • • • • • • •

with coupon and U of M student ID card.
JOIN THE KGMY SKI -

BOMBERS

C O U PO N S AVAILABLE FROM THESE S P O N S O R S -

A M E R IC A N H A N D IC R A F T S — 320 3 B R O O K S
G U L L S K I — 330 9 W . B R O A D W A Y
T H E F IS H E R M A N , IN S O U T H C E N T E R

Featuring Pipe Holders
• Large selection
• Low Prices

Pipe Shoppe
136 E. Broadway 549-2181

• S P A G H E T T I S T A T IO N — 72S W . A L D E R
• B A R R Y ’S S H O E S — 1 08 W . M A IN
• G O L D E N S P IK E — 4 2 0 W . B R O A D W A Y

• B L U E C H IP M IN E — 3 10 0 B R O O K S
e T H E S A N D W IC H S H O P — 5 04 D A L Y
• G A Y N IN E T IE S — 111 6 W . C E N T R A L

— NOT VALID SAT. • SUN. OR HOLIDAYS.
OFFER EXPIRES APRIL 8,1977

1. LOST AND FOUND

lassified ads

LOST IN campus area female puppy, white with
brown spots Short hair Wearing choke chain.
Please call 728-5193
047-4

keys in pocket. Lost at Saloon last Fri.. Jan. 7.
Reward Nadine. 721-1369.
044-4

necessary. Must be willing to work. Contact
Cedric Hames. MY PLACE.
047-1

2. PERSONALS

JANITORIAL HELP weekends. MY PLACE.
047-1

047-1

GOOD DEALS ON WHEELS: '76 model discount. IQ
speeds $35 off! GPM now $175, Pro $225. They
won't last long! Custom Cycle — 728-2080.
047-5

VALUABLE EXPERIENCE AVAILABLE: the Kaimin
is looking for qualified people to be Business
Manager and Editor. Apply at ASUM offices.
Deadline: 5:00, Friday. Feb. 4.
046-14

NECKLACE FOUND: in fieldhouse. Tuesday Call
and identify — 243-4637. Bill. '
047-4

BEAR BACKERS! Monthly meeting tonight, 7:00
p.m., UC360, D & E. Bring your friends.
047-1

LOST WALLET somewhere on campus. Belongs to
Martin Funcell Please turn in at Kaimin Office.
046-2

TUPPERWARE PARTY — Jan. 31. 1977. For info. &
order catalogue call 728-4554.
047-2

WE WOULD like to interview male or female
applicants for campus representative for beer
distribution. Please call 543-3166 for appoint
ment.
046-3

LOST: JUSTICE March from campua to
courthouse, leaving oval at 11:30 today.
Mountain Life Community.

LOST BROWN down coat at Foresters Ball Fri.
night Mittens & valuable harmonica in pocket.
Call 726-9687
046-3
LOST: ONE pair of black ski mittens; in the
University Theater Thurs. morning. Jan. 13th.
Please call 721-1405.
046-3
LOST: 5 mo. old English Setter pup. female, white
w/brown ears Lost in area of U. Call 549-3744.
046-3
FOUND: POCKET instamatic camera Jan. 1on Blue
Mt Road Identify 728-6242
046-4
LOST: GLASSES. Pink photograde in brown case.
Between UC and Math bldg. Call John — 5422542.
046-4
LOST: MULTI color brown & white choker on the
Field House Gym floor. Very sentimental. No
questions asked. Please contact Scott Morton,
243-2067 or write 453 Miller Hall.
045-4
LOST: ORANGE Computer Programming book by
Boillet in LA 207. No name in it. If found, call 7284237.
045-4
LOST: 2 dorm keys on red U of M ring. Lost between
Aber Hall & LA building. Contact George, 2432004.
045-4
FOUND: SET of keys i
UC info. desk.

leather case in
Jan. 17.Pickupat
045-4

LOST: SMALL, brown address book on campus, 24
Greenbrier Drive, or turn In at UC info. desk.
045-4
LOST: BROWN wallet in the Science Complex.
Friday. Jan. 14. Call 243-4170, Tom, or turn in at
UC info. desk.
045-4

LOST: GOLD plastic 3 ring notebook containing
Biology 304 notes. Call 549-2784 evenings. Lost 113-77.
045-4
LOST: 5-strand silver & turquoise necklace. Lost at
Top Hat. Fri., Jan. 7. Substantial reward. 542-2792.
045-4
REWARD FOR the return of brown leather purse!
Lost in vicinity of TOP HAT or Lowell School,
Tues. night, Jan. 11th. Contents very important,
no questions asked. Keep the money. Call Shirley
at 728:7846 or 721-1494 after 5:30 p.m.
044-4
LOST: A brown and orange down vest from the dart
tourney at Connies Fri. nite, Jan. 7. If you know
where this vest is, call 258-6247 or return to
Connies. Reward offered.
044-4

ROSE ANN. how many ways do I miss you? Let's
see. today itls up to a thousand and two. Havre.
047-2
PHILIP! — I was a witness to your accident on the
corner of Madison and Spruce. Call 549-2579 after
4.
047-4
YOU CAN FIND IT TOO! New life with purpose and
yourself.

047-2

DODGE OVER to the Lodge Pizza and get back with
an epecuran delight just In time for Johnny
C arson's m onologue. Open 8:30-11:30
Wednesday thru Sunday. Enter through South
Treasure State Door.
047-1
SKI LIFT ticket 3** coupons at the Spaghetti Station
— 725 W. Alder.
047-1
LIKE TEA? We have 12 KINDS. Chimney Corner
Coffeehouse:
047-2
ATTENTION POOL sharks! ACUI Regional
Qualifying Tournament Jan. 22 — 1 p.m. — See
U.C. Rec. Center for details.
046-3
BILLIARDS TOURNAMENT — ACUI Regional
Qualifying Tournament — Jan. 22,1 p.m. Details
and sign up in U. C. Rec.
046-3
SKI BIG SKY: Lodging, transportation and lift tickets
— all for $46 ($41 for UM Skiing Members). Sign
up in ASUM. UC105.
046-2
BUDGET REQUESTS for Summer. 1977, available
in the ASUM offices now. Deadline for filing with
ASUM is January 31. 1977.
045-5
LIVE WITH a British family while studying at UM's
London Campus during spring quarter. Feb. 4
deadline for applications. Call 243-2900 NOW!
___________________________________ 045-3
FEBRUARY 4 deadline for spring study at UM's
London, England, or Avignon, France campuses.
Information available in 107 Main Hall. 243-2900.
045-3
HELP) On Oct. 1. about 8 p.m. at the corner of
Madison & Spruce, I was struck by a car while
riding my bicycle. I am trying to contact anyone
who saw any part of this incident. Please contact
Philip at 728-2023.
045-4
EARN UM credits while studying in Avignon,
France. Openings available for spring quarter.
Applications in 107 Main Hall, 243-2900.
045-3
POETRY WANTED for Anthology. Include stamped
envelope. Contemporary Literature Press, P.O.
Box 26462. San Francisco, CA. 94126.
024-25
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY OPTIONS: Call Marie
Kuffel: 728-3845 or 549-7721.
017-34
4. HELP WANTED
PART TIME cocktail help — No experience

7.

SERVICES

10TH STREET TAVERN under new management.
Jim and Bee Fragnito. Free beer and lunch. Sat.,
Jan. 22. 8 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. 2061 S. lOthW. (10th
and Kemp.) 728-9678.
047-2
YOU CAN FIND IT TOO! New life with purpose and
abundance. You've seen the stickers, now see for
yourself.
047-2
Does your car have the BLUES? GREASY THUMB
AUTO REPAIR can cheer it up and you too. “Parts
discount" 534 N. Higgins. 549-6673.
046-2
STUDENTS, FACULTY & Staff, have your carpets &
furniture cleaned the professional way; the
Steamway. Special 10% discount. Owned &
operated by a student. Phone Master Cleaners
Steamway at 543-8600. Free estimates.
045-4

RIDE NEEDED to University in the mornings. My
address is 432 W Spruce. Call Lori at 549-1902.
Will help with cost.
046-3
NEED RIDER to Tetons via Idaho Falls. Leave
Friday. Jan. 21, return Sunday. Call 549-0740.
046-3
NEED TRANSPORTATION to Kalispell. Leave after
6 p.m., Jan. 21. Call 243-5295.
046-3

TUROUOSE & INDIAN JEWELRY: Seeourselection
and save. The Memory Banke, 140 E. Broadway.
047-4
GOOD DEAL! Hundreds of used albums and tapes
fully guaranteed. Largest stock in Western
Montana. The Memory Banke. 140 E. Broadway,
downtown. 728-5780.
047-3
BANJO. $150. Will dicker. 243-4479.

047-2

NORTH FACE down coat. Size: Large. — 243-5039.
045-4
NEW 10-spd. Schwinn Continental (26”) $95. 2585237.
045-5
12. AUTOMOTIVE
74 BLAZER CHEYENNE loaded. New white spoke
wheels. Mike, 549-6169 or 549-2133 after 6.
046-3

WOMEN’S PLACE Health Education & Counseling
abortion, birth control, pregnancy, V.D., rape
relief. Mon.-Fri. 2-8 p.m. 543-7666.
026-49

17. FOR RENT

TYPING

FAST, ACCURATE. 549-3806 after 5 p.m.

045-30

EXPERIENCED; ACCURATE terms — thesis. 5436835.
035-18
9.

TRANSPORTATION

SAXOPHONE LESSONS - former pro. 543-8535.
040-13
22. INSTRUCTION
DANCE Elenita Brown — Ballet. Character. Modern
Spanish. Primitive and Jazz. 728-4255 after 6 p.m.
042-11

11. FOR SALE
SNOWBOWL SEASON TICKET $140. Hart Metal
Skis 200cm; 440 Solomon bindings: Humanic Cl.
boots 10M; new poles — pkg. or separate. Ph. 5495833.
047-4

UNPLANNED PREGNANCY OPTIONS: Call Marie
Kuffel. 728-3845 or 549-7721.
043-32

8.

21. MUSIC INSTRUCTION

2 BDRM apt., furnished. $195. close to U, 549-6709
after 6. 315 S. 5th E.
046-5
18. ROOMMATES NEEDED
HOUSE TO SHARE — Wanted guy & doll — couple
to share modern 2 bdrm. house. Split $190 rent 3
ways. Available 2-1-77. Call Lee — 542-2920.
047-1

NEED RIDE to Kalispell Fri. anytime after 12. 2434196. Roger Monk.
047-2

20.

RIDERS NEEDED to Helena Fri. Leaving 3 p.m. Call
243-4071 between 12 and 1. Ask for Nancy.
______________________________
047-2

ALL INTERESTED hockey players come to
Stockmans bar 7:30 p.m. Thursday night or 5495286. Must attend.
047-1

NEED RIDE to Bozeman Fri. afternoon and
returning Sun. Help pay expenses. 243-2115.
Nadine.
047-2

YOU CAN FIND IT TOO! New life with purpose and
abundance. You've seen the stickers, now see for
yourselfl
047-2

MISCELLANEOUS

Cross burning
(CPS) — There wasn’t much doing
on a recent night in Corvallis, Ore.,
so eight members of an Oregon State
University co-op house decided to
burn a cross on the school's Black
Cultural Center.
The eight, all men, had originally
built and burned the cross in their
own yard, but when one member
suggested it would look good
someplace else, the tem ptation was
too much to turn down. They started
o ff fo r another men’s co-op but
somehow wound up at the Black
Cultural Center, the scene of past
acts of vandalism.
After the incident, the eight found
themselves so guilt-stricken they not
only turned themselves in, but they
also asked the student paper to
publish their names. It did, in a front
page story about the incident. “ I'm
sorry that a bunch of us got together
and got involved in something that
just got out of hand,” said one of the
cross burners.
Black student
leaders were
reportedly understanding when the
group asked them to accept their
apologies.

On

WYATT'S JEWELRY
Diamonds. Watch Repairing

3 to 5
Day Service

Work Guaranteed

KEG HEADQUARTERS
Plenty of Kegs in Stock at AH Times

We Now Have COORS Kegs

Watches, Jewelry,
Diamonds, Gilts

10% Discount
on all Merchandise in Stock.
(Timex Watches Excepted).
110 W. Broadway

W O R D E N ’S
Open Daily 8 a.m. 'til Midnight
Corner of Higgins & Spruce

Phone 549-1293

BALLROOM DANCING
Jan 22 Sat 8-11 p.m.
COPPER COMMONS
A total of 1,036 people have taken the Ballroom
Dancing Center Course under the direction of
Brad Morris since the Fall Quarter of 1974.
Due to the popularity of this craze, aspiring
Katherine & Arthur Murrays will have the oppor
tunity to stroll and strut to the music of the big
band era. Brad will be there . . . and maybe the
Governor (!?), so shuffle!

Programming 77

flrjorms any hour
qthemjbtorday
Gnitimtous Readout

LCD with Nite-Light

Introducing the Fairchild •
LCD. The watch that adapts like
you do. Choose between a
constant display of hour/minute
■ or an automatic alternating
display of hour/minute and
month/date, with seconds on
demand. Abuilt-in nite-light
assures 24-hour readability.
Rugged solid state design.
Capable of accuracy to within
one minute a year. Slim and
classically designed. The
Fairchild LCD. For beautiful
time any time. Available in a
variety of handsome styles with
attractive colored dials.
Priced from J 7 5 OO

*

Specializing in Sandwiches
Soups and Salads
In the Alley Behind the Top Hat
Sandwiched Between Higgins & Ryman
9:30-5:00 M-W & Sat.

Till 8:00 Thurs. 8 Fri.

Let Schoolmasters puzzle their
brain with grammar, and
nonsense and learning.
Good Liquor, I stoutly maintain,
gives genius a better discerning.
Oliver Goldsmith, 1775
-

